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Abstract  

This   paper   reports   a   teaching   and   action   research   experience   focused   on   promoting   students’  

adoption   of   critical   stances   toward   texts   through   the   implementation   of   a   cycle   of   Critical  

Literacy   activities.   The   project   was   developed   with   a   group   of   39   9 th    grade   students   in   an   EFL  

class   at   a   public   institution   in   the   east   of   Antioquia,   Colombia.   As   results   suggest,   most   students  

adopted   critical   stances   toward   texts   throughout   the   development   of   actions,   which   consisted   in  

the   analysis   of   texts   about   issues   of   power,   the   creation   of   alternative   texts,   and   the   planning   of  

actions   in   favor   of   equity.   In   consequence,   most   students   consciously   engaged   toward   texts,  

entertained   alternate   ways   of   being,   took   responsibility   to   inquire,   and   showed   reflection   about  

different   patterns   of   oppression.  

Keywords:    critical   literacy,   critical   stances,   EFL   class,   action   research,   issues   of   power.  
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Preface  

It   is   not   difficult   to   remember   the   most   frequent   question   that   I   was   asked   during   my  

whole   academic   process   by   different   people   and   at   different   moments:   Why   do   you   want   to   be   an  

English   or   French   teacher?   It   is   interesting   that,   although   this   question   remained   the   same,   my  

answer   started   to   bring   in   new   changes   as   time   passed   by.   Initially,   I   knew   that   I   wanted   to   be   a  

foreign   language   teacher   only   because   I   liked   it,   because   I   felt   comfortable   helping   and   guiding  

others,   because   I   had   a   personal   interest   in   learning   new   languages,   and   because   I   had   always  

visualized   myself   as   a   person   who   worked   with   other   people.  

However,   those   reasons   were   exclusively   oriented   by   my   passions,   not   by   a   conscious  

understanding   of   the   implications   that   being   a   teacher   could   possibly   have.   Then,   thanks   to   going  

through   a   process   of   learning   experiences   where   ideas   and   discussions   were   nurtured   by   the  

sharing   of   different   viewpoints   and   by   the   recognition   of   individual   subjectivities,   I   started   to  

conceive   education   in   a   different   way.   I   became   aware   of   the   relation   of   power   that   was   present  

in   every   process   of   teaching   and   learning   and   of   how   this   inherent   condition   could   perpetuate   a  

system   of   injustices   or,   instead,   be   turned   into   a   tool   for   the   construction   of   an   equitarian   society.  

In   consequence,   I   chose   to   back   up   the   latter   possibility   and,   up   to   now,   that   idea  

represents   quite   faithfully   the   main   motivation   that   I   have   when   I   think   of   me   as   a   teacher.   This   is  

why   even   if   the   subject   matter   that   I   chose   was   foreign   languages,   I   do   not   consider   the   learning  

of   a   language   to   be   limited   to   a   memorization   of   words   and   structures,   but   as   a   means   to   access  

information,   to   build   knowledge,   and   as   a   resource   for   critically   understanding   and   responding   to  

our   realities.   So,   finally,   I   can   conclude   that   I   want   to   be   a   foreign   language   teacher   because   I  

want   to   contribute   to   the   transformation   of   society   in   a   certain   way.  
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Description   of   the   Context  

Educational   Institution    Santa   María    is   a   public   co-educational   school   located   in   the   rural  

area   of    El   Carmen   de   Viboral ,   close   to   the   roads   that   connect   this   municipality   with   those   of    La  

Ceja    and    Rionegro ,   all   of   them   situated   in   the   eastern   region   of   Antioquia,   Colombia.   This  

institution   offers   classes   from   preschool   to   11 th    grade   during   daytime   from   Mondays   to   Fridays,  

starting   at   8:00   am   every   day   and   finishing   at   2:30   pm.   This   educational   institution   is   oriented   by  

a    Modelo   Pedagógico   Holístico   Transformador    (Transformative   Holistic   Pedagogical   Model),  

whose   purpose   is   to   educate   integral   human   beings   by   fostering   their   abilities   at   the   individual  

and   social   level,   so   that   they   are   committed   with   a   positive   transformation   of   their   lives   and  

surrounding   environments   (Institución   Educativa   Santa   María,   2015).   In   this   sense,   the  

institutional   mission   is   to   educate   students   in   a   culture   of   peace   by   providing   them   with  

meaningful   learning   experiences   that   allow   them   to   build   their   life   projects,   have   a   positive  

impact   on   their   contexts   and   participate   in   the   construction   of   a   fair   society   (Institución  

Educativa   Santa   María,   2015).   For   these   reasons,   the   institutional   vision   by   year   2020   was   to   be  

recognized   as   one   of   the   best   educational   alternatives   from   the   eastern   region   of   Antioquia,   being  

committed   with   the   education   of   competent   individuals   at   the   academic,   social   and   labor   levels,  

who   were   potential   contributors   of   peace   and   sustainable   development   to   the   region   (Institución  

Educativa   Santa   María,   2015).  

In   relation   to   the   classroom   where   this   study   was   conducted,   it   was   a   tight   space   where  

nearly   40   individual   chairs   were   available   for   the   students   and   the   teacher.   It   had   a   whiteboard  

and   a   TV   installed   on   one   of   the   walls,   plus   six   different   colored   papers   which   were   pasted   on  

top   of   the   board   displaying   these   English   sentences:    What   is   the   meaning   of…   ? ,    I   don’t   
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understand. ,    Could   you   repeat,   please? ,    I   have   a   question! ,    Can   I   go   to   the   bathroom? ,   and    How  

do   you   say   ____   in   English? .   There   was   also   a   poster   board   on   one   of   the   walls   entitled    Golden  

Rules ,   which   displayed   the   next   commands:    Respect   your   classmate,     Keep   the   classroom   clean  

and   tidy ,    Listen   to   the   teacher ,    Ask   for   permission ,    Arrive   on   time ,   and    Do   not   use   your   cell  

phone .   Below   the   TV,   a   desk   for   the   teacher   and   a   table   were   placed.   On   top   of   the   latter,   a  

Central   Processing   Unit   (CPU)   plus   a   keyboard   were   present.   The   classroom   had   big   windows   in  

the   wall   that   faced   the   hall,   next   to   the   space   where   the   classroom   entrance   was   located.  

Concerning   the   class,   the   schedule   for   the   English   subject   consisted   of   three   hours   per  

week   distributed   into   two   weekdays,   having   students   exposed   to   a   2-hour   lesson   one   day   and   to  

an   additional   1-hour   lesson   another   day.   The   group   was   composed   of   39   ninth-grade   students  

between   the   ages   of   13   and   17   years   old.   Most   of   them   lived   in   the   municipality   of    El   Carmen   de  

Viboral ,   but   some   others   came   also   from   the   municipalities   of    La   Ceja    and    Rionegro .   Their  

social   strata   levels   were   mainly   3   and   2.   In   that   group,   the   amount   of   male   and   female   students  

was   almost   equivalent.   Regardless   of   their   gender,   most   of   them   expressed   a   dream   of   having   a  

professional   career   and   job   in   the   future   (Students’   Survey,   February   5 th ,   2020).   With   respect   to  

their   English   experiences,   almost   one   third   of   the   students   had   had   additional   English   classes  

apart   from   the   ones   that   they   received   at   the   school   (Students’   Survey,   February   5 th ,   2020).   As   for  

their   interest   in   the   language,   only   three   students   manifested   that   they   did   not   like   to   study  

English,   because   they   found   the   language   complex   and   difficult   to   understand   (Students’   Survey,  

February   5 th ,   2020).   Similarly,   the   big   majority   of   the   students   considered   it   important   to   study  

English,   especially   because,   for   them,   it   represented   a   tool   for   having   access   to   different   
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opportunities   such   as   studying   and   job   offers,   traveling,   and   the   possibility   of   knowing   new  

people   and   cultures   (Students’   Survey,   February   5 th ,   2020).  

With   respect   to   the   teacher   that   oriented   the   English   class,   at   the   time   of   the   study,   she  

had   studied   a   Bachelor’s   Degree   in   English   and   Spanish   Teaching   and   a   Specialization   in  

Bilingual   Education,   and   held   a   Master’s   Degree   in   Processes   of   Second   Language   Teaching   and  

Learning.   In   terms   of   her   teaching   experience,   she   had   worked   at   a   kindergarten   for   seven   years,  

then   at   a   public   institution   in    El   Retiro    for   three   years,   and   she   had   been   working   with   secondary  

students   for   11   years   at    I.   E.   Santa   María ,   as   a   teacher   of   English,   Spanish,   Religion   and   Ethics.  

For   her,   English   was   a   tool   for   students   to   have   access   to   different   professional   and   academic  

opportunities   and   she   expressed   a   wish   for   making   her   classes   interesting   to   her   students   by  

addressing   contents   in   which   the   language   worked   as   a   vehicle   to   access   knowledge   (Teacher’s  

Interview,   August   14 th ,   2019).   The   teacher   developed   her   classes   following   the   English   program  

that   she   had   been   designing   for   ninth-grade   students.   She   prepared   the   necessary   materials   and  

started   every   lesson   with   some   routines   such   as   writing   the   date   and   the   agenda   on   the   board.  

Besides,   most   of   the   activities   that   she   proposed   involved   group   work   and,   at   the   time,   their   main  

focus   was   on   reading   comprehension   for   the   purpose   of   training   students   for   the    Saber   11    exam.  

Finally,   about   the   syllabus   for   the   English   class,   it   was   in   the   process   of   being   designed  

by   the   teacher,   who   used   the   Suggested   Curriculum   Structure   and   the     Basic   Learning   Rights   state  

policies   as   a   reference.   Therefore,   the   contents   that   she   had   planned   to   cover   included   a   unit  

about   the   use   of   ICT   in   daily   life,   where   special   emphasis   was   given   to   the   presentation   of   points  

of   view   and   arguments.   While   addressing   this   topic,   suggested   to   be   developed   under   a  

Task-Based   Language   Teaching   approach,   the   students   were   supposed   to   be   working   on   the   
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language   while   learning   vocabulary   related   to   ICT,   the   structure   of   information   questions,   and  

the   use   of   comparative   and   superlative   adjectives.  

Statement   of   the   Problem  

Whenever   we   wonder   about   what   purposes   education   should   pursue,   it   is   likely   to  

discover   that   such   a   question   opens   the   way   to   open-ended   discussions.   Different   viewpoints  

may   be   adopted   depending   on   both   individual   and   more   collectively   expanded   beliefs,  

experiences   and   worldviews.   Nonetheless,   at   a   broad   scope,   scholars   such   as   Paulo   Freire   (2014)  

have   established   that   education   should   advocate   for   the   construction   of   a   fair   society   and,   hence,  

it   needs   to   assume   the   duty   of   “creating   critical   minds”   (p.   38).   In   this   sense,   such   a   pedagogical  

process   should   not   be   limited   to   a   mere   memorization   of   information   but,   instead,   turned   into   one  

that   allows   individuals   to   critically   reflect   on   the   information   itself   so   as   to   make   informed  

decisions   and   to   intervene   in   their   own   realities.   However,   a   common   situation   that   is   perceptible  

in   different   processes   of   English   teaching   and   learning   is   that   there   tends   to   be   a   preference   for  

emphasizing   on   the   acquisition   of   the   formal   aspects   of   the   language,   leaving   aside   its   potential  

for   meaning   interpretation,   construction   and   transformation.  

As   a   result   of   the   data   that   I   collected   by   means   of   class   observations   and   journal   entries  

during   the   first   two   months   of   my   contact   with   the   ninth-grade   English   class,   I   identified   a  

similar   situation   to   the   one   described   above.   It   had   to   do   with   the   fact   that   the   English   classes  

were   mainly   focused   on   the   learning   of   language   forms   and   structures   (Class   Observations   1,   3   &  

6,   2019)   and,   in   consequence,   the   students   were   not   provided   with   opportunities   to   analyze   or  

discuss   the   different   texts   and   information   that   they   encountered   (Journal   Entries   2,   3   &   8,   2019).  

This   issue   was   of   concern   to   me   because,   in   that   way,   the   students   were   more   likely   to   acquire   a   
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“culture   of   acquiescence”   (Fajardo,   2015,   p.   44)   in   which   total   acceptance   without   reflection  

would   be   present,   and   they   would   not   be   active   agents   in   their   own   learning   and   life   experiences.   

In   the   first   place,   according   to   Fajardo   (2015),   “if   teachers   and   learners   continue   to  

believe   that   literacy   merely   entails   reading   words   on   a   page   and   not   critically   analyzing   how  

those   words   shape   identities   and   influence   readers’   perspectives,   this   will   lead   to   a   culture   of  

acquiescence”   (p.   44).   These   problematic   circumstances   were   evident   in   some   situations   that  

took   place   during   the   lessons   of   the   observed   English   class.   For   instance,   students   memorized  

and   read   English   sentences   without   showing   signs   of   understanding   their   own   words   during   their  

class   presentations   (Journal   Entry   5,   2019;   Class   Observation   8,   2019).   Apart   from   that,   they  

were   not   encouraged   to   discuss,   question,   comment,   or   problematize   the   information   that   was  

presented   to   them   either   by   the   teacher   or   by   their   classmates   (Class   Observations   1,   2   &   3,  

2019;   Journal   Entries   1,   5   &   8,   2019);   as   such,   their   role   was   limited   to   a   passive   reception   of  

information.   Therefore,   students’   understanding   and   responses   toward   texts   were   not   promoted,  

which   did   not   allow   them   to   go   beyond   their   processing   of   data   so   as   to   understand   how   their  

own   identities   and   perspectives   interacted   with   the   addressed   class   contents.  

In   the   second   place,   I   share   the   idea   that   our   literacy   practices   as   teachers   should   “create  

space   for   the   agency   of   others”   ( Morgan   &   Ramanathan,   2005,    p.   155),   instead   of   diminishing  

their   participation.   However,   in   the   observed   English   classes,   students   were   not   provided   with  

many   chances   to   question   the   teacher’s   discourse,   instructions   or   decisions   (Class   Observations  

1,   2   &   3,   2019),   which   resulted   in   students   who   acted   following   the   teacher’s   words   without  

participating   in   processes   of   conciliation   or   mutual   agreements.   Besides,   although   the   expression  

of   opinion   was   supposed   to   be   encouraged   during   the   classes   as   suggested   in   the   syllabus,   such   
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an   aspect   was   not   noticeable   in   the   development   of   the   lessons   (Journal   Entries   5   &   8,   2019).  

Hence,   students   were   not   invited   to   adopt   an   active   role   in   the   construction   and   reconstruction   of  

knowledge   and   meaning   as   part   of   the   literacy   process.  

Due   to   my   realization   of   the   aforementioned   features   of   the   English   class,   I   came   to   the  

conclusion   that   the   focus   of   the   lessons   was   not   fostering   students’   critical   analysis,   reflection  

and   judgment   of   information,   which   I   considered   problematic   as   it   did   not   allow   students   to   think  

on   their   own,   unveil   relations   of   power   present   in   texts   and   act   accordingly.   Thus,   with   the   aim   of  

proposing   some   actions   to   address   the   identified   issue,   I   found   Critical   Literacy   to   be   a   suitable  

option.   One   of   the   reasons   for   making   this   claim   was   that,   as   Luke   (2012)   expresses   it,   “critical  

literacy   entails   an   understanding   of   how   texts   and   discourses   can   be   manipulated   to   represent  

and,   indeed,    alter    the   world”   (p.   7),   favoring   students’   conscious   process   of   information   analysis  

and   interpretation.   Another   motivation   for   selecting   this   approach   was   that   Critical   Literacy  

invites   students   to   make   use   of   the   language   for   questioning   daily   life   situations   and   social  

creations   (Lewison,   Leland   &   Harste,   2015),   something   that   related   directly   to   my   exposed  

concerns.   Therefore,   with   those   ideas   in   mind,   the   purpose   that   I   had   with   this   action   research  

project   was   to   explore   how   students’   adoption   of   critical   stances   toward   texts   could   be   promoted  

by   means   of   their   interaction   with   activities   involving   Critical   Literacy   in   the   English   class.   

Theoretical   Framework  

The   purpose   of   this   action   research   study   was   to   explore   how   students’   adoption   of  

critical   stances   toward   texts   could   be   promoted   by   means   of   their   interaction   with   activities  

aligned   with   Critical   Literacy   in   the   English   class.   With   this   objective   in   mind,   I   present   in   this  

section   a   definition   of   the   concepts   of   Critical   Literacy   and   critical   stance,   framed   within   the   
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principles   and   theoretical   foundations   of   critical   pedagogy,   and   a   description   of   the   elements   that  

intended   to   orient   the   development   of   my   actions.   

For   many   years   and   until   present   times,   a   wide   amount   of   methods,   techniques   and  

strategies   for   education   have   been   explored   in   language   teaching   scenarios   with   the   purpose   of  

favoring   students’   language   acquisition   processes   (Richards   &   Rodgers,   2001).   While   some   of  

these   approaches   emphasize   on   the   acquisition   of   the   formal   aspects   of   the   language,   more   recent  

views   of   language   teaching   seek   to   integrate   critical   perspectives   into   the   educational   processes  

( Okazaki,   2005 ).   Within   this   context,   theories   such   as   critical   pedagogy,   which   emerged   initially  

in   fields   other   than   second   or   foreign   language   teaching,   have   been   adapted   and   incorporated   into  

EFL   teaching   for   different   purposes.   In   the   first   place,   they   aim   at   empowering   students   over  

their   own   learning   processes   by   making   their   voices   heard   while   actively   participating   in   the  

construction   of   knowledge   (Kincheloe,   2008).   And,   in   the   second   place,   they   are   concerned   with  

transformation,   therefore   encouraging   students   to   reflect   and   act   envisioning   a   “ critical  

intervention    in   reality”   (Freire,   1970,   p.   81).  

In   line   with   the   principles   of   critical   pedagogy,   approaches   such   as   Critical   Literacy   (CL)  

have   been   implemented   in   EFL   teaching.   According   to   McLaughlin   and   DeVoogd   (2004b),   CL  

helps   teachers   and   students   to   unveil   relations   of   power   and   oppression   present   in   texts.   As   such,  

its   main   purpose   is   to   allow   readers   to   analyze   and   understand   the   way   in   which   texts   build   a  

specific   image   of   the   world,   so   as   to   take   actions   for   social   transformation   (Luke   &   Dooley,  

2011).   CL   understands   texts   not   only   as   written   discourse,   but   as   any   element   of   the   world   that  

can   be   read,   analyzed,   interpreted   and   reshaped   (McDaniel,   2004).   However,   it   is   not   a   fixed  

method   for   teachers   to   follow;   instead,   it   is   a   source   of   inspiration   that   needs   to   respond   to   the   
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needs   of   the   context   where   it   is   implemented   (McLaughlin   &   DeVoogd,   2004b).   This   approach  

encourages   students   not   only   to   put   the   language   into   practice,   but   to   problematize   what   is  

conveyed   by   means   of   it   (Lewison   et   al.,   2015).   As   a   result,   students   do   not   participate   in   their  

learning   process   exclusively   as   passive   recipients   of   information   but,   instead,   as   active   meaning  

creators:   a   condition   that   reflects   one   of   the   principles   that   critical   pedagogy   advocates.  

In   relation   to   the   aims   of   the   aforementioned   approach,   Mathews   (2015)   states   that  

“critical   literacy   urges   students   to   develop   a   critical   stance”   (p.   227),   which   involves   the   ability  

to   “evaluate   multiple   perspectives”   (p.   229)   instead   of   a   single   and,   usually,   predominant   or  

normalized   one.   With   respect   to   this   assumption   of   a   critical   stance,   Scherff   (2012)   mentions  

three   different   purposes:    “ to   question   power,   inequality,   and   the   status   quo;   to   understand   our  

own   participation   in   power   structures;   and   to   reframe   and   retheorize   our   beliefs   and  

understandings”   (p.   202).   For   their   part,   Lewison   et   al.   (2015)   state   that   a   critical   stance  

comprises   a   series   of   dispositions   and   attitudes   that   allow   individuals   to   “become   critically  

literate   beings”   (p.   13).   Accordingly,   these   scholars   have   established   four   dimensions   of   adopting  

a   critical   stance,   to   which   they   refer   as:   (a)   Consciously   engaging,   (b)   Entertaining   alternate   ways  

of   being,   (c)   Taking   responsibility   to   inquire,   and   (d)   Being   reflexive.    The   first   dimension   refers  

to   conscious   and   voluntary   decisions   made   in   terms   of   interpretation,   response,   and   action  

toward   events,   as   opposed   to   unconscious   or   automatic   behaviors   and   practices.   The   second  

dimension   consists   in   both   the   creation   of   new   discourses   to   contrast   initial   options   and   the  

consideration   of   different   text   formats   in   doing   so.   The   third   one   makes   reference   to   a   permanent  

process   of   questioning,   wondering   and   making   sense   out   of   everything,   without   taking   anything  

for   granted.   As   for   the   last   one,   it   involves   a   personal   assessment   of   one’s   own   beliefs   and   
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actions   so   as   to   make   visible   possible   incoherences   between   one’s   critical   discourses   and   actual  

practices.  

Taking   into   consideration   the   aforementioned   features   of   Critical   Literacy   (CL)   in  

connection   with   the   notion   of   critical   stance   and   the   principles   of   critical   pedagogy,   I   planned   to  

develop   this   action   research   study   following   an   adapted   model   of   CL   that   responded   to   the   needs  

of   the   educational   context   where   it   took   place.   Therefore,   I   defined   three   main   components,  

which   were:   Text   analysis,   Creation   of   alternative   texts,   and   Action-taking.   With   respect   to   the  

first   one,    McLaughlin   and   DeVoogd   (2004b)   refer   to   it   as   problem-posing,   and   it   consists   in   a  

process   where   students   read   texts   from   a   critical   perspective,   oriented   by   questions   that   elicit  

reflection   and   problematization   about   the   relations   of   power   and   oppression   that   are   embedded  

within   each   text.   In   the   second   component,   relying   also   on   McLaughlin   and   DeVoogd   (2004b),  

students   are   encouraged   to   create   their   own   texts   and   countertexts   where   they   present   different  

views   of   the   same   situation   apart   from   the   one   that   the   text   originally   had,   with   the   purpose   of  

analyzing   issues   from   different   perspectives   and   building   their   own   meaning   out   of   them.  

Concerning   Action-taking,   a   step   in   CL   suggested   by   Lewison   et   al.   (2015),   students   are  

motivated   to   find   solutions   to   social   problems   in   their   own   contexts,   and   to   implement   potential  

actions   that   allow   them   to   work   envisioning   those   solutions   to   overcome   social   injustices.   Hence,  

the   presented   adapted   model   of   CL   was   the   one   intended   to   orient   my   action   research   process:   a  

series   of   activities   in   which   students   were   encouraged   to   analyze   and   reflect   upon   the   power  

relations   present   in   texts   so   as   to   adopt   critical   stances   toward   them   in   the   English   class.  

Research   Question  
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How   may   ninth-grade   students’   adoption   of   critical   stances   toward   texts   be   promoted   while  

being   in   contact   with   activities   involving   Critical   Literacy   in   an   EFL   class   at   a   public   institution  

in   the   east   of   Antioquia?  

Objectives  

General   Objective  

To   explore   how   ninth-grade   students’   interaction   with   Critical   Literacy   activities   may   promote  

their   adoption   of   critical   stances   toward   texts   in   an   EFL   class   at   a   public   institution   in   the   east   of  

Antioquia.  

Specific   Objectives  

1. To   understand   how   the   analysis   of   texts   where   issues   of   power   are   present   may   foster  

students’   conscious   engagement   toward   linguistic   and   non-linguistic   information.  

2. To   identify   how   the   creation   of   alternative   texts   with   different   perspectives   around   issues  

of   power   can   allow   students   to   entertain   alternate   ways   of   being   in   their   discourses.  

3. To   analyze   how   envisioning   actions   toward   social   equity   in   students’   communities   may  

encourage   them   to   take   responsibility   to   inquire   and   to   be   reflexive   about   their   own  

discourses,   practices   and   possible   patterns   of   oppression.  

Action   Plan  

After   identifying   that   students’   critical   analysis,   reflection   and   judgment   of   linguistic   and  

non-linguistic   information   was   not   fostered   in   the   English   class,   I   decided   to   implement   some  

actions   that   could   allow   me   to   approach   the   issue   of   concern.   These   actions   corresponded   to   a  

cycle   of   Critical   Literacy   activities   composed   of   three   main   elements   named   Text   analysis,   

Creation   of   alternative   texts,   and   Action-taking.   With   these   predetermined   actions,   my   main  
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purpose   was   to   promote   students’   adoption   of   critical   stances   toward   texts,   which,   according   to  

Lewison   et   al.   (2015),   would   be   perceived   in   students’   showing   conscious   engagement   toward  

the   addressed   texts,   entertaining   alternate   ways   of   being   in   their   discourses,   taking   responsibility  

to   inquire,   and   being   reflexive   about   their   own   practices.  

In   order   to   assess   the   development   and   outcomes   of   those   proposed   actions,   I   decided   to  

use   different   data   collection   instruments   that   could   allow   me   to   have   enough   information   about  

the   situation   being   explored.   In   the   first   place,   I   had   my   journal   as   a   teacher   with   the   purpose   of  

building   my   own   descriptions,   analyses   and   conclusions   out   of   the   process   of   the   action  

implementation   based   on   my   observation   of   students’   performance.   In   this   regard,   Burns   (2010)  

expresses   that   “journal   writing   (…)   allows   you   to   record   the   events   and   happenings   in   your  

location,   your   reflections,   beliefs   and   teaching   philosophies,   your   ideas   and   insights   about   your  

practice,   and   your   personal   histories   as   a   teacher   researcher”   (p.   89).   Accordingly,   my   journals  

comprised   descriptions,   analyses   and   reflections   of   the   class   activities   that   we   developed.   

In   the   second   place,   Merriam   and   Tisdell   (2015)   state   that   “personal   documents   are   a  

good   source   of   data   concerning   a   person’s   attitudes,   beliefs,   and   view   of   the   world”   (p.   166).  

Among   what   the   mentioned   authors   refer   to   as   personal   documents,   we   find   journals   or   diaries.  

Therefore,   I   decided   to   collect   students’   journals   to   identify   their   viewpoints   about   their   own  

processes,   allowing   them   to   express   freely   using   their   mother   tongue.   I   planned   to   ask   students   to  

write   their   personal   views,   ideas   and   reflections   about   the   contents   addressed   during   the   lessons,  

and   their   writing   process   was   going   to   be   guided   by   prompting   open-ended   questions   (see    here ).   

In   the   third   place,   I   opted   to   collect   students’   class   products   taking   into   consideration   that  

“the   specific   purpose   for   generating   documents   is   to   learn   more   about   the   situation,   person,   or   
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event   being   investigated”   (Merriam   &   Tisdell,   2015,   p.   174).   Therefore,   I   chose   to   use   this  

instrument   with   the   aim   of   seeing   how   students   responded   to   the   different   class   activities   that  

involved   Critical   Literacy   and   how   that   was   reflected   in   their   own   creations.   

Finally,   I   planned   to   conduct   two   focus   groups,   which   “can   be   used   to   collect   shared  

understanding   from   several   individuals   as   well   as   to   get   views   from   specific   people”   (Creswell,  

2012,   p.   218).   My   purpose   was   to   gather   data   from   purposefully   selected   students   while   they  

contrasted   their   own   perceptions   of   the   process   with   those   of   their   classmates   in   order   to   draw  

conclusions   based   on   common   aspects   and   different   ones.   For   doing   so,   I   intended   to   have   a   first  

focus   group   in   the   middle   of   the   cycle,   and   a   second   one   at   the   end   of   the   whole   cycle.   These  

focus   groups   were   going   to   be   guided   by   semi-structured   questions,   audio   recorded   and  

transcribed   for   classification   into   the   dimensions   and   purposes   in   adopting   a   critical   stance.  

Development   of   Actions  

The   near   three   months   during   which   I   accompanied   students’   learning   processes   with   a  

direct   focus   on   the   implementation   of   my   actions   allowed   me   to   fulfill   my   proposed   cycle   of  

Critical   Literacy   activities   with   some   modifications.   To   begin   with,   we   were   able   to   cover   the  

component   of   Text   analysis,   adapted   from   McLaughlin   and   DeVoogd   (2004b),   during   our  

face-to-face   classes.   The   first   activity   that   we   developed   comprised   the   analysis   of   a   visual   text  

(see    here )   where   I   invited   students   to   share   their   perceptions   about   the   situation   that   was   depicted  

there,   and   to   reflect   on   what   feelings   the   different   characters   could   have   been   experiencing.   In   a  

second   activity,   I   asked   students   to   brainstorm   a   list   of   actions   that   they   considered   to   be   done   

either   by   boys   or   by   girls   and   to   discuss   and   negotiate   meaning   with   their   classmates   about   them.  

In   a   final   moment,   I   proposed   a   group   work   activity   where   I   assigned   to   students   different   visual  
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texts   (see    here )   that   addressed   power   issues   related   to   anthropocentrism,   gender   roles   and   social  

class.   I   encouraged   students   to   analyze   them   and   to   draw   their   own   conclusions   as   a   group;  

however,   due   to   the   health   emergency   caused   by   Covid-19,   we   were   not   able   to   fulfill   this  

activity   entirely.  

With   respect   to   the   second   component   of   the   Critical   Literacy   cycle,   taken   also   from  

McLaughlin   and   DeVoogd   (2004b),   and   which   I   entitled   Creation   of   alternative   texts,   we  

developed   two   main   activities.   The   first   one   was   the   creation   of   a   countertext   about   the   actions  

that   could   be   done   by   boys   or   girls.   There,   I   asked   students   to   take   the   actions   that   they   had  

considered   to   be   manlike   or   womanlike   and   to   think   of   familiar   cases   where   these   roles   were  

inverted.   The   second   activity   consisted   in   designing   a   different   version   of   a   text   where   humans  

imposed   their   power   over   animals   and   nature.   For   doing   so,   I   asked   students   to   think   of   an  

alternative   story   where   this   relationship   was   reshaped   and   to   illustrate   it   visually   as   well.   Given  

the   circumstances   of   the   unexpected   confinement   due   to   Covid-19,   only   the   first   activity   took  

place   in   our   face-to-face   classes;   the   second   one   was   done   by   students   at   home.  

As   for   the   third   component   of   the   Critical   Literacy   cycle,   named   Action-taking   based   on  

Lewison   et   al.   (2015),   students   could   only   plan   the   actions   but   not   to   apply   them   directly   due   to  

the   constraints   imposed   by   the   pandemic.   We   had   a   first   activity   where   students   worked   in  

groups   and   created   a   list   of   actions   for   avoiding   discrimination.   I   asked   them   to   represent   each   of  

these   actions   with   a   symbol   or   drawing   sharing   their   collective   ideas   and   the   agreements   that  

they   made.   A   second   activity   was   developed   at   home   individually:   I   invited   students   to   reflect   

about   their   personal   actions   that   helped   the   environment   and   about   those   which   polluted   it.   After  

that,   they   shared   which   of   those   actions   they   believed   that   people   should   and   should   not   do   to  
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take   care   of   animals   and   nature   and,   finally,   they   wrote   a   list   of   actions   that   they   would   start   to  

take   in   their   houses   to   protect   the   Earth.  

In   terms   of   data   collection,   I   gathered   students’   journals   at   the   end   of   our   face-to-face  

classes   and   at   the   end   of   the   whole   implementation   of   my   actions.   I   also   collected   their   products  

every   time   that   they   created   something   new   and   I   kept   my   own   journal   as   a   teacher   only   during  

our   face-to-face   sessions   when   I   could   be   directly   involved   in   students’   processes.   I   decided   not  

to   conduct   the   focus   groups   because   my   purpose   with   them   was   to   have   students   interacting   with  

each   other   while   sharing   their   ideas,   something   that   was   not   feasible   in   a   virtual   way   because   of  

connectivity   issues   and   students’   different   schedules.  

Findings   and   Interpretations  

My   purpose   with   this   action   research   study   was   to   explore   how   students’   interaction   with  

Critical   Literacy   activities   could   promote   their   adoption   of   critical   stances   toward   texts.   With   this  

objective   in   mind,   I   analyzed   the   data   from   my   journal   as   a   teacher,   students’   products   and  

students’   journals   following   Burns’   (2010)   adapted   framework   for   data   analysis,   which   consists  

in   assembling,   coding   and   comparing   data,   building   interpretations,   and   reporting   the   outcomes  

(p.   104-105).   Therefore,   I   arranged   the   data   in   its   order   of   appearance   using   Atlas.ti,   where   I   also  

coded   it   and   created   networks   for   comparing   it,   establishing   relationships   among   the   codes   and  

among   the   sources   of   data.   I   used   pseudonyms   for   the   information   that   came   from   specific  

students’   words   and   voices   so   as   to   protect   their   identities.   Then,   I   found   recurrences   based   on  

the   number   of   appearances   of   every   code   and   contrasted   those   that   reflected   the   dimensions   of   

adopting   a   critical   stance   with   those   that   opposed   them.   Out   of   this   comparison   of   recurrences  

and   triangulation   of   data,   I   interpreted   the   information   in   line   with   my   research   objectives   to  
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finally   report   the   findings   into   three   categories:   (a)   Consciously   engaging   toward   texts   by  

analyzing   texts   about   issues   of   power,   (b)   Entertaining   alternate   ways   of   being   through   the  

creation   of   alternative   texts,   and   (c)   Taking   responsibility   to   inquire   and   showing   reflection   while  

planning   actions   in   favor   of   equity.  

Consciously   Engaging   Toward   Texts   by   Analyzing   Texts   About   Issues   of   Power  

The   first   component   of   my   cycle   of   Critical   Literacy,   which   was   developed   in   our  

face-to-face   classes   before   the   declared   health   emergency,   favored   most   students’   conscious  

engagement   toward   texts.   As   a   result,   students   were   able   (a)   to   provide   free   and   conscious  

interpretations   of   visual   and   written   information,   and   (b)   to   establish   personal   and   empathic   links  

with   the   analyzed   situations   of   power.  

Providing   free   and   conscious   interpretations   of   visual   and   written   information.    In  

our   class   discussions,   students   were   invited   to   make   their   own   interpretations   of   the   texts   that   we  

analyzed.   With   respect   to   this   aspect,   data   indicated   that   most   students’   points   of   view   reflected  

free   and   conscious   decisions   in   terms   of   the   interpretation   of   the   addressed   contents.   The   next  

excerpt,   where   students   analyzed   a   visual   situation   of   discrimination   and   privilege   because   of  

people’s   physical   appearance   (see    here ),   illustrates   this   idea:  

I   started   with   the   question    What   is   this   picture   about? ,   and   a   student   said   in   Spanish   that  

the   young   white   man   was   chosen   instead   of   the   black   one,   the   pregnant   woman,   the   old  

people   or   that   man   of   a   different   religion.   (Teacher’s   Journal,   February   15 th ,   2020)   

Similarly,   in   their   journals,   some   of   the   students   made   reference   to   the   personal  

reflections   that   they   had   while   addressing   the   issue   of   power   introduced   above.   For   instance,   
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Sergio   said:   “No   importa   cómo   seamos,   todos   merecemos   respeto” 1    (Student’s   Journal   [Sergio],  

February   19 th ,   2020).   

In   relation   to   the   interpretation   of   written   information,   students   expressed   their   own   ideas  

and   came   to   agreements   with   each   other   after   a   process   of   creation,   discussion   and   negotiation   of  

meaning.   The   next   excerpt   of   an   activity   where   I   invited   students   to   suggest   actions   that   could   be  

done   either   by   boys   or   by   girls   exemplifies   this   point:  

Regarding   students’   ideas   such   as    listening   to   music ,    watching   movies/series/TV ,    riding  

the   bike    and    going   to   swim ,   the   teams   included   them   in   different   sections:   some   of   them  

referring   to    Things   that   boys   do    while   others   referring   to    Things   that   girls   do .   During   the  

sharing   of   ideas,   some   students   expressed:   “Las   mujeres   también   escuchan   música” 2    and  

“No   sólo   las   mujeres   ven   películas   o   series” 3 .   Finally,   students   agreed   on   saying   that   these  

actions   could   be   done   by   both   males   and   females.   (Teacher’s   Journal,   March   2 nd ,   2020)  

These   students’   interventions   in   their   process   of   text   analyses   and   interpretations   reflect  

the   ideas   of   Janks,   Dixon,   Ferreira,   Granville,   and   Newfield   (2013),   who   state   that   “In   the   role   of  

text   participant,   the   reader’s   or   viewer’s   interpretation   is   based   on   the   meanings   taken    from    the  

text   and   the   meanings   he   or   she   brings    to    the   text”   (p.   83).   This   statement   is   coherent   with  

students’   free   and   conscious   interpretations   of   contents,   as   they   resorted   to   the   information  

provided   by   the   texts   and   to   their   personal   views   of   the   depicted   situations.  

Establishing   personal   and   empathic   links   with   the   analyzed   situations   of   power.  

Some   students   showed   signs   of   identifying   themselves   with   the   situation   of   power   analyzed   in  

the   text   about   discrimination   and   privilege   in   relation   to   physical   appearance   (see     here ).   For   

____________________________________________  

English   translations:    1    It   does   not   matter   how   we   are;   all   of   us   deserve   respect.     2    Women   also   listen   to   music.     3    Not  
only   women   watch   movies   or   series.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xg5Ed4ChZdPbUcuss6lbZjcOhR7C9lap/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xg5Ed4ChZdPbUcuss6lbZjcOhR7C9lap/view?usp=sharing
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instance,   this   creation   of   Camilo   and   Alexis   (two   small   boys)   illustrates   how   a   male   person   is  

bullied   because   of   his   height,   something   that   made   reference   to   their   own   physical   features:  

 
(Students’   Proposals   Against   Discrimination   [Camilo   and   Alexis],   February   26 th ,   2020)  

In   the   analysis   of   the   aforementioned   text,   most   students   also   inferred   others’   feelings   and  

emotions.   This   excerpt   from   my   journal   describes   the   ideas   that   some   of   the   students   shared  

when   I   asked   the   question    How   do   you   think   that   these   people   feel? :   “A   girl   said:   ‘Incómodo’ 4 ,  

and   another   one   added:   ‘Todos   tristes   menos   el   que   está   alzado’ 5 .   Other   students   mentioned   the  

word   ‘sad’   at   different   times,   and   one   of   them   specified   that   the   chosen   character   was   happy”  

(Teacher’s   Journal,   February   15 th ,   2020).  

Those   empathic   links   that   students   established   with   the   people   involved   in   the   analyzed  

issue   of   power   were   also   perceptible   in   some   of   the   reflections   that   they   wrote   in   their   journals.  

For   instance,   Emily   expressed:   “Ponte   en   los   zapatos   del   otro” 6    (Student’s   Journal   [Emily],  

February   19 th ,   2020):   an   idea   that   suggests   that,   even   if   we   are   not   affected   by   a   particular  

situation   of   injustice,   we   should   consider   how   other   people   might   be   experiencing   it.  

 

____________________________________________  

English   translations:    4    Awkward.     5    Everyone   sad,   except   for   the   one   who   is   raised.     6    Put   yourself   in   somebody   else’s  
shoes.  
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In   relation   to   students’   conclusions   throughout   this   process,   a   parallel   idea   of   Leland,  

Ociepka,   and   Kuonen   (2012)   is   that   “critical   stance   looks   for   instances   of   unfair   treatment   in  

everyday   events”   (p.   434).   Such   a   search   can   be   done   either   by   analyzing   those   events   directly   or  

by   creating   connections   evoked   in   other   sources   of   information.   In   this   case,   data   showed   that  

students’   interpretations   of   the   issue   of   power   in   the   analyzed   text   allowed   them   to   transfer   and  

contextualize   its   attributed   meaning   to   their   own   realities.  

Entertaining   Alternate   Ways   of   Being   Through   the   Creation   of   Alternative   Texts   

Although   not   all   the   students   participated   in   the   creation   of   alternative   texts   either  

because   they   missed   it   in   one   of   our   face-to-face   classes   or   because   they   did   not   develop   one   of  

the   workshops   at   home   during   the   quarantine,   data   evidenced   that,   those   who   did,   entertained  

alternate   ways   of   being   in   relation   to   issues   of   power   about   gender   roles   and   the   human-nature  

relationship.   This   was   noticeable   in   students   (a)   conceiving   different   perspectives   and  

possibilities   of   doing   and   being,   and   (b)   questioning   people’s   views,   attitudes   or   practices.  

Conceiving   different   perspectives   and   possibilities   of   doing   and   being.    After   having  

encountered   predominant   discourses   in   the   texts   that   were   part   of   our   class   discussions   and   home  

activities,   students   challenged   them   by   contemplating   and   assuming   different   perspectives.   For  

instance,   when   addressing   a   series   of   actions   that   were   considered   to   be   manlike   or   womanlike  

such   as    playing   soccer    or    cooking ,   this   creation   of   Sofía   reflects   new   possibilities   of   doing  

without   having   gender   as   a   constraint:  
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(Students’   Alternative   Texts   About   Gender   Roles   [Sofía],   March   4 th ,   2020)  

Similarly,   after   reading   a   text   where   nature   and   animals   were   subordinated   to   the   power  

of   human   beings,   students   adopted   different   views,   reshaping   this   relationship   and   introducing  

different   ways   of   being   in   the   world.   Some   of   these   students   referred   to   the   situation   that   we  

were   living   because   of   the   pandemic,   as   illustrated   in   this   text   created   by   Melisa:  

 
(Students’   Alternative   Texts   About   Human-Nature   Relationship   [Melisa],   April   25 th ,   2020)  
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Those   new   possibilities   that   students   started   to   make   visible   through   their   own   visual   and  

written   texts   were   also   present   in   the   reflections   that   they   wrote   in   their   journals.   For   instance,  

Viviana   expressed:   “En   el   mundo   no   sólo   estamos   nosotros,   sino   también   una   naturaleza” 7  

(Student’s   Journal   [Viviana],   May   15 th ,   2020).  

With   respect   to   this   conception   of   alternative   perspectives   and   possibilities,   Lewison   et   al.  

(2015)   mention   that   “taking   on   a   critical   stance   involves   creating   and   trying   on   new   discourses”  

(p.   15).   In   this   context,   data   indicated   that   students   did   not   perpetuate   a   single   view   of   the  

analyzed   situations   of   power;   instead,   they   created   their   own   discourses,   establishing   a   contrast  

with   the   predominant   ones.  

Questioning   people’s   views,   attitudes   or   practices.    Students   made   explicit   their  

disagreements   with   the   adopted   points   of   view,   attitudes   or   actual   practices   of   people   such   as  

their   classmates   and   members   of   society   as   a   whole.   For   instance,   in   the   activity   where   I   asked  

students   to   write   ideas   about   the   things   that   could   be   done   either   by   boys   or   by   girls,   this   excerpt  

from   my   journal   describes   students’   reactions   when   contrasting   their   ideas   with   each   other:  

“Both   boys   and   girls   were   questioning   their   classmates’   choices   about   gender   roles.   They   had  

written   similar   ideas   but   some   of   them   did   not   always   coincide   in   the   same   sections,   which  

encouraged   students   to   discuss   their   decisions”   (Teacher’s   Journal,   March   2 nd ,   2020).  

In   their   creations   at   home,   students   also   showed   signs   of   questioning   and   problematizing  

those   beliefs   and   practices   commonly   extended   among   people   and   which   they   did   not   share.   This  

visual   and   written   text   by   Milena,   where   she   questioned   directly   the   relationship   that   humans   had  

established   with   animals   and   nature,   is   an   example:  

 

____________________________________________  

English   translation:    7    It   is   not   only   us   who   are   in   the   world,   but   also   nature.  
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(Students’   Alternative   Texts   About   Human-Nature   Relationship   [Milena],   April   23 rd ,   2020)  

With   respect   to   this   hierarchy   among   humans,   animals   and   nature,   students   built   their  

own   reflections   as   well,   comparing   what   they   thought   were   the   right   steps   to   take   with   the  

problematic   reality   that   they   observed   in   their   surrounding   environment.   These   conclusions   taken  

from   their   journals   illustrate   this   point:   “Tenemos   que   cuidar   el   medio   ambiente   para   un   futuro,  

ya   que   algunas   empresas   lo   único   que   hacen   es   contaminarlo   y   hacerle   daño” 8    (Student’s   Journal  

[Nicol],   May   12 th ,   2020),   and   “Hay   que   concientizar   a   las   demás   personas   para   que   actuemos   de  

la   mejor   manera   antes   de   que   sea   tarde” 9    (Student’s   Journal   [Karol],   May   12 th ,   2020).  

In   line   with   the   core   element   of   the   previous   descriptions   (i.e.,   questioning),   McLaughlin  

and   DeVoogd   (2004a)   express   that   “questioning,   examining,   exploring,   probing,   and   juxtaposing   

____________________________________________  

English   translations:    8    We   have   to   take   care   of   the   environment   for   a   future,   because   the   only   thing   that   some  
companies   do   is   to   contaminate   it   and   harm   it.     9    It   is   necessary   to   raise   awareness   in   other   people   so   that   we   act   in  
the   best   way   before   it   is   late.   
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(...)   encourages   our   students   to   read   from   a   critical   stance.”   (p.   54).   Therefore,   those   practices   

that   students   entertained   in   their   reading   of   the   world   allowed   them   to   ask   questions   and   to   make  

explicit   their   alternate   views   of   different   issues,   which   is   part   of   reading   from   a   critical   stance.  

Taking   Responsibility   to   Inquire   and   Showing   Reflection   While   Planning   Actions   in   Favor  

of   Equity  

In   the   last   component   of   my   adapted   model   of   Critical   Literacy,   students   were   invited   to  

plan   actions   in   favor   of   equity,   which   allowed   most   of   them   to   take   responsibility   to   inquire   and  

to   be   reflexive   about   the   identified   issues   of   power.   These   aspects   were   visible   in   students   (a)  

drawing   personal   conclusions   that   evidenced   the   creation   of   knowledge,   and   (b)   being   reflexive  

about   their   own   and   other   people’s   patterns   of   oppression.   

Drawing   personal   conclusions   that   evidenced   the   creation   of   knowledge.    As   a   result  

of   identifying   issues   of   power   present   in   texts   and   conceiving   potential   actions   to   overcome  

them,   students   expressed   their   own   conclusions   which   reflected   a   process   of   knowledge   creation.  

For   instance,   after   analyzing   a   text   where   discrimination   and   privilege   were   connected   to  

people’s   physical   features,   a   group   of   students   shared   one   of   their   conclusions   with   this   text:  

 
(Students’   Reflections   About   Physical   Appearance   [Sofía,   David,   Tatiana,   Karol,   Esther,  

Jacobo],   February   19 th ,   2020)  
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This   process   of   reasoning   and   knowledge   creation   was   also   perceptible   in   most   of   the  

ideas   that   students   shared   when   thinking   about   how   to   contribute   to   the   wellbeing   of   the  

environment.   This   excerpt   from   Tatiana’s   work   illustrates   some   of   her   conclusions,   plus   the  

invitations   and   requests   that   she   made   visible   for   the   members   of   society:  

 
(Students’   Planned   Actions   in   Favor   of   the   Environment   [Tatiana],   May   2 nd ,   2020)  

Similarly,   most   students   expressed   these   personal   reflections   and   conclusions   in   their  

journals.   For   instance,   Luciana   said   that   “Cada   uno   de   nosotros   debe   entender   que   tenemos   un  

gran   deber   con   nuestro   planeta,   que   debemos   cada   uno   de   nosotros   tomar   acciones   que   ayuden   a  

mejorar   todo   el   mundo” 10    (Student’s   Journal   [Luciana],   May   12 th ,   2020).  

Those   attitudes   that   most   students   assumed   were   aligned   with   the   ideas   of   Lewison   et   al.  

(2015),   who   state   that   “In   adopting   an   inquiry   stance,   we   (...)   engage   in   a   cycle   where    new  

knowledge   provokes    new    questions   and   where   new   questions   generate   new   knowledge.”   (p.   17).  

As   such,   most   students   engaged   in   the   described   cycle,   since   they   did   not   remain   in   a   phase   of  

knowledge   reception   but   also   participated   in   a   stage   of   knowledge   creation.  

Being   reflexive   about   one’s   own   and   other   people’s   patterns   of   oppression.    Although  

an   important   number   of   students   did   not   show   signs   of   being   self-reflexive   about   their   own  

beliefs   and   practices   of   power,   most   of   them   identified   either   their   own   or   other   people’s   patterns  

of   oppression   in   relation   to   the   treatment   of   humans,   animals   and   nature.   An   example   is   students’  

reflections   and   proposals   in   favor   of   inclusion,   which   are   present   in   this   excerpt   from   my   journal:   

____________________________________________  

English   translation:    10    Everyone   of   us   must   understand   that   we   have   a   big   duty   with   our   planet,   that   everyone   of   us  
must   take   actions   that   help   to   improve   the   whole   world.  
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Students   mentioned   ideas   such   as   respecting   people’s   rights   and   ways   of   thinking,   being  

tolerant,   integrating   others,   not   bullying   other   people,   accepting   people   the   way   they   are,  

and   educating   children   so   that   they   do   not   grow   up   with   discriminatory   attitudes   or  

behaviors.   (Teacher’s   Journal,   February   19 th ,   2020)  

With   respect   to   the   treatment   of   animals   and   nature,   students   made   reference   to   the  

oppressive   practices   of   people   against   these   living   beings.   This   creation   by   Mateo   about   the  

actions   that   humans   should   do   in   a   different   way   illustrates   this   idea:  

 
(Students’   Planned   Actions   in   Favor   of   the   Environment   [Mateo],   May   2 nd ,   2020) 11  

In   relation   to   the   same   issue   of   power,   some   students   also   made   explicit   their   own   role   in  

the   perpetuation   of   oppressive   patterns.   For   instance,   this   is   what   Lorena   expressed   in   her   journal  

about   the   treatment   of   nature:   “Me   he   dado   cuenta   que   hacía   acciones   negativas   que   perjudican   a  

la   naturaleza” 12    (Student’s   Journal   [Lorena],   May   12 th ,   2020).  

Those   students’   reflections   illustrate   some   of   the   features   that   the   notion   of   critical   stance  

encompasses.   In   the   words   of   Curzon-Hobson   (2003)   it   is   “a   disposition   that   is   characterised   by  

an   embrace   of,   and   a   willingness   to   recreate,   the   becoming   nature   of   existence   through   an  

enquiring   and   reflexive   disposition   towards   knowledge,   the   self   and   others”   (p.   202).  

Conclusions  

After   having   reported   the   main   findings   of   my   action   research   process   in   line   with   their  

corresponding   interpretations,   I   can   state   that   the   goal   of   my   project   was   reached   with   most  

students.   This   means   that   the   activities   that   we   developed   following   my   adapted   model   of   

____________________________________________  

English   translations:    11    People   should   not   mistreat   animals   because   they   also   feel   pain   for   what   is   done   to   them,  
should   not   consume   so   much   energy,   should   not   buy   disposable   materials   because   they   pollute   the   environment.  
12    I   have   realized   that   I   did   negative   actions   that   were   harmful   to   nature.   
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Critical   Literacy   promoted   the   adoption   of   critical   stances   toward   texts   in   a   big   majority   of   the  

participants.   This   was   visible   in   students   who   consciously   engaged   toward   texts   by   analyzing  

texts   about   issues   of   power,   who   entertained   alternate   ways   of   being   through   the   creation   of  

alternative   texts,   and   who   took   responsibility   to   inquire   and   showed   reflection   while   planning  

actions   in   favor   of   equity.  

These   findings   suggest   that,   in   the   teaching   of   English   or   any   other   foreign   language,   the  

language   itself   can   be   seen   as   a   means   and   not   as   an   end:   a   means   to   access,   produce   and   reshape  

knowledge;   a   means   for   assuming   our   responsibilities   in   the   construction   of   equity;   a   means   for  

making   people’s   voices   heard   and   valued;   in   short,   a   means   for   transformation.   Such   conclusions  

come   also   from   students’   perceptions,   since   some   of   them   affirmed   that   “Con   ayuda   del   inglés  

estamos   reflexionando   de   todo   lo   mal   que   estamos   haciendo” 13    (Student’s   Journal   [Amelia],   May  

12 th ,   2020)   and   “Estas   actividades   no   sólo   dejan   un   aprendizaje   en   el   inglés,   sino   también   un  

aprendizaje   para   la   vida” 14    (Student’s   Journal   [Viviana],   May   15 th ,   2020).   Apart   from   that,   a   key  

factor   resides   in   encouraging   students’   creativity   to   express   freely   and   to   represent   their   views  

with   other   elements   that   are   not   limited   to   words.   Teachers   should   also   give   value   to   students’  

contributions   to   knowledge   and   make   them   really   feel   that   this   is   a   process   that   we   build   together  

and   where   their   voices   are   of   huge   importance.  

Another   consideration   when   defining   how   to   develop   a   process   alike   is   to   prioritize   the  

reading   of   school   contexts   so   as   to   adjust   topics   and   activities   to   students’   complex   realities.  

Even   if   teachers   and   students   share   similar   conditions   and   face   similar   situations   of   power   in  

Colombia,   it   is   essential   to   acknowledge   their   particularities   before   actually   entering   a   process   of  

discussions,   sharing   of   ideas,   and   recreation   of   other   possible   worlds.   For   instance,   in   my   

____________________________________________  

English   translations:    13    With   the   help   of   English,   we   are   reflecting   on   everything   bad   that   we   are   doing.     14    These  
activities   do   not   only   bring   learning   in   English,   but   also   learning   for   life.  
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research   project,   students   and   I   had   to   adapt   to   the   changes   caused   by   the   pandemic   of   Covid-19,   

something   that   resulted   in   a   more   individual   work   in   contrast   to   the   activities   that   we   had   in   our  

face-to-face   classes   which   involved   a   more   collective   work.   Despite   this   modification,   the   spaces  

for   a   permanent   circulation   of   questions   and   ideas   remained   open.   Under   other   circumstances,  

teachers   and   students   could   develop   a   more   collaborative   work.  

Finally,   since   while   assessing   the   process   of   the   English   classes,   students   expressed   that  

“no   todas   las   clases   son   de   teoría   y   uno   también   puede   aprender   de   otras   formas” 15    (Student’s  

Journal   [Matías],   February   19 th ,   2020),   and   “Aprendí   mucho,   me   divertí” 16    (Student’s   Journal  

[Julieth],   February   19 th ,   2020),   exploring   Critical   Literacy   activities   and   their   connection   with  

different   factors   that   intervene   in   the   English   learning   process   itself   is   needed.   For   instance,   how  

those   activities   play   a   role   in   students’   engagement,   motivation,   confidence,   or   in   the   class  

environment   and   atmosphere,   or   in   students’   interpersonal   relationships.   In   this   sense,   teachers  

and   researchers   interested   in   the   topic   could   adjust   elements   for   responding   to   the   needs   that   are  

present   in   their   own   teaching   and   learning   scenarios   to   keep   transformation   going.  

Reflection  

My   work   within   the   school   community   and,   in   particular,   with   the   lovely   group   of  

students   that   accompanied   me   throughout   this   process   allowed   me   to   experience   some   of   the  

most   rewarding   moments   as   a   foreign   language   teacher   and   researcher.   I   never   thought   that   I  

could   get   so   attached   to   people   and   even   get   tears   in   my   eyes   when   thinking   about   the   farewell  

that   would   conclude   the   relationship   that   we   built   around   ideas,   knowledges   and   experiences.  

This   learning   process   reinforced   my   understanding   of   how   we   as   teachers   have   a   huge  

____________________________________________  

English   translations:    15    Not   all   classes   are   about   theory   and   one   can   also   learn   in   other   ways.     16    I   learned   a   lot;   I   had  
fun.  
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responsibility   with   the   lives   that   come   across   ours,   and   of   how   this   responsibility   can   be   turned  

into   a   possibility   for   creation,   deconstruction   and   recreation   of   what   constitutes   us   as   humans.  

Although   I   had   had   other   teaching   experiences   before,   this   was   my   first   time   in   an   official  

institution,   which   allowed   me   to   witness   first-hand   the   challenges   of   public   education   in   my  

country.   Being   exposed   to   realities   such   as   the   lack   of   resources   both   in   the   institution   and   in  

students’   homes,   the   big   number   of   students   per   class,   and   the   tight   spaces   for   a   successful  

development   of   class   activities   made   me   more   considerate   of   the   difficulties   that   teachers   and  

students   have   to   face   every   day.   My   schooling   experiences   were   not   enough   for   me   to  

acknowledge   the   efforts   that   were   needed   for   teachers   to   develop   one   of   the   most   demanding  

and,   sometimes,   not   very   valued   jobs   in   society.   It   was   necessary   for   me   to   be   directly   involved  

in   this   process   to   realize   it,   to   experience   other   teachers’   realities   and   to   be   certain   that,   no   matter  

how   difficult   and   challenging   it   is,   I   could   have   never   made   a   better   choice.  

Apart   from   these   reflections,   the   research   process   taught   me   that   teachers   are   researchers  

all   the   time.   The   fact   that   those   practices   are   not   formally   structured   and   reported   does   not   mean  

that   they   are   absent   from   the   teaching   and   learning   scenarios.   Instead,   when   teachers   reflect,  

analyze   our   own   work   and   make   proposals   for   reshaping   what   we   do   not   consider   to   be   working  

in   the   best   way,   we   are   actually   entering   a   research   process.   Figuring   out   how   to   continue   the  

sharing   of   ideas,   knowledges   and   experiences   out   of   face-to-face   classes   due   to   the   health  

emergency   caused   by   Covid-19   was   one   of   these   many   inquiring   possibilities.   This   is   why   my  

most   significant   reflection   is   that   teaching   and   research   are   two   processes   that   converge   and  

interact   with   one   another:   an   interaction   which   results   in   either   personal,   social,   academic   or  

professional   transformations   to   the   lives   of   those   who   are   involved   in   them.  
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